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TOWARDS A METHODOLOGY FOR THE DESIGN 
OF ABSTRACT MACHINES FOR LOGIC 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
ULF NILSSON 
D A number of constituents of a methodology for the systematic design of 
abstract machines for logic programming languages are described. By 
means of partial deduction and other program transformation techniques, 
an interpreter and a source program are “compiled” into a new residual 
program consisting of: 1) “machine code” for the source program, and 2) 
an abstract machine for the ‘machine code. Based upon the appearance of 
these, the user may choose to refine the original interpreter and repeat the 
process until the resulting “machine code” and the abstract machine 
satisfy the user’s expectations of an abstract machine. We illustrate these 
principles by reconstructing several of the control instructions of Warren’s 
Abstract Machine. The paper complements previous work of Kursawe, 
who reconstructed several of the unification instructions using similar 
techniques. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Because of the increasing gap between modern, high-level programming languages 
like logic programming and existing hardware, it has been often become necessary 
to introduce intermediate languages and to build abstract machines on top of the 
primitive hardware. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to see the relationship 
between the source and intermediate language because of the many unexplained 
features of such abstract machines. The main objective of this paper is to suggest 
some constituents of a methodology for designing abstract machines and interme- 
diate languages in such a way that the relationship to a great extent is preserved all 
through the process. We argue that such a methodology not only improves and 
motivates the final shape of the abstract machine, but also improves our under- 
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standing of it and simplifies the task of modifying the machine. It is even likely that 
a (prototype) compiler can be extracted more or less automatically as a side effect 
of the design of the abstract machine. 
The relationship between partial evaluation (also known as mixed computation 
and, in the case of logic programming, partial deduction) and compilation is widely 
known, and partial evaluation has been used, for instance, both as a tool for 
compilation and for compiler generation [2, 3, 8, 9, 12, 171. Only recently has 
partial evaluation (in different disguises) also been used for the design of abstract 
machines and intermediate languages. Much of that work is due to Wand who, for 
instance, designed an abstract machine for a subset of Scheme [34, 331. Recently, 
Hannan used similar techniques for the (automatic) generation of a variant of the 
Categorical Abstract Machine from a SECD-like interpreter for A-calculus [lo, 11, 
141. In the context of functional programming, there is also similar work carried 
out by Mazaher and Berry [24] and J$rring and Scherlis [16]. 
Independently of these, Kursawe [20, 211 has described a methodology for the 
design of abstract Prolog machines. The approach is based on partial deduction 
and repeated refinements of a Prolog interpreter. Using surprisingly simple means, 
he was able to reconstruct-in a systematic manner-several of the unification 
instructions of Warren’s Abstract Machine (WAM) [l, 351. The starting point of the 
methodology is a simple interpreter (INT) for (a subset of)rolog written in Prolog 
itself. Partial deduction of the interpreter and the coding P of some input program 
P with respect to ,a set A of atoms produces a new, so-called residual, Prolog 
program PD,(INT, PI consisting of two parts: 
1) “machine code” for P, and 
2) an interpreter for the “machine code” (i.e., an abstract machine) 
such that INT u P F cwiff PDJINT, p> t- a for any CY E A. 
Based upon the appearance of the “machine code” 1) and its interpreter 21, the 
original interpreter INT is then modified by the user, and the process is repeated 
until the compiled code and the abstract machine satisfy the user’s expectations of 
machine instructions (in general, primitive instructions with simple semantics). 
While being able to reconstruct several of the unification instructions of the 
WAM, Kursawe only touched upon the problem of reconstructing the control 
instructions. In this paper, we show some techniques for doing exactly this. In 
Section 4, we demonstrate one way of extending Kursawe’s methodology to 
reconstruct several of the control instructions for the forward execution of pure 
Prolog programs (approximately the instructions call, execute, and proceed), and in 
Section 5, we also show how to infer instructions for handling backtracking 
(approximately the instructions try-me-else, retry-me-else, and trust_me_else). 
To avoid obscuring the presentation with irrelevant details, we will restrict the 
source language to propositional logic since addition of arguments in principle only 
affects the unification instructions which are already handled by Kursawe anyway. 
Put together, this work and that reported in [20] derive a sufficiently large subset of 
the WAM to provide a means of compiling any pure Prolog program into basic 
WAM-code. 
The ultimate aim of this work is, of course, not that of reinventing the WAM. 
Nor is it to improve the design of the WAM. We merely attempt to reconstruct 
parts of it as a means of developing a powerful set of methods, and the objectives 
can rather be summarized as follows. 
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The actual connection between (pure) Prolog programs (the source language) 
and WAM-code (the target language) is not obvious. Existing literature 
describing the WAM (and similar abstract machines) merely lists the various 
components of the architecture of the abstract machine, and demonstrates by 
examples how some source programs are compiled into (usually) highly 
optimized machine code. The first objective of this work, therefore, is to 
propose a scheme for a more systematic connection between the source and 
target language. 
However, our most important aim is that of providing a methodology for 
construction of abstract machines for extensions of the “vanilla” logic 
programming scheme. Recently, a number of such languages have emerged. 
Most of these are based on logic programming and SLD-resolution, but 
incorporate extensions of the language or variants of the operational seman- 
tics (constraint logic programming [15, 321. logic programs with equality [61, 
and with constructive negation 15, 2.51 to mention only a few). For each new 
language, abstract machines have to be developed. A systematic method for 
doing this is likely to reduce the work required in the process, and we 
consider this work to be a step in that direction, although much work 
remains to be done and full mechanization is not a realistic goal. That is, we 
still expect a substantial amount of ingenuity and work on the part of the 
designer. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries, we 
discuss some of the aims of our methodology, and suggest a set of basic guidelines 
to be followed in the design process. In Section 4, we show how to reconstruct 
instructions for the forward execution of (propositional) Prolog programs, and in 
Section 5, we discuss how to deal with the problem of backtracking. The final 
section contains conclusions and directions for future work. The Prolog code that 
appears in the paper should run on any Prolog system claiming Edinburgh 
compatibility once extended with the declarations: 
+ op( 900, ,$Y, e), 
+ op(800, xfr, &). 
+- op( 700, xfy, #) . 
We assume that the reader is at least familiar with Warren’s Abstract Machine, 
WAM [I, 351. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we first give some introductory remarks concerning metal-circular) 
interpreters. We then proceed by discussing three different transformation tech- 
niques for logic and Prolog programs-transformation into binary programs, partial 
deduction, and folding. 
2.1. Metacircular Interpreters 
Metal-circular) interpreters constitute a well-established and powerful approach to 
programming in Prolog (e.g., [4, 13, 26, 291. Although having a fairly complex (but 
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.uniform) execution model involving unification and backtracking, the “standard” 
metainterpreter for pure Prolog can be written in not more than three clauses. 
Program 2.1. 
demo( true) + . 
demo((X,Xs)) +demo(X),demo(Xs). 
demo(X) +clause((X+-Xs)),demo(Xs). n 
The conciseness of the interpreter is due to the inherent powerfulness of the 
language-operations like unification and backtracking, which are normally needed 
in order to implement an abstract Prolog machine, are handled implicitly in the 
meta language. It is, of course, far from trivial to simply take Program 2.1 and 
translate it into an imperative language or to implement it in hardware. In order to 
do that, we would have to make the unification, backtracking, etc., explicit. The 
process of doing this is actually the subject of this paper. 
In the next interpreter, which is our starting point (we are now restricting the 
source language to propositional logic, although the interpreter handles full Horn 
clauses), a source language clause of the form cq, + (Ye A . . . A a, will be repre- 
sented by the metalanguage rule: 
code(q) +demo([a,,...,a,]). 
For instance, the program P 
a-b/\c. 
b +c. 
CC. 
is coded as follows in the metalanguage. 
Program 2.2. 
code(a) +demo([b,c]). 
code(b) +demo([c]). 
code(c) +demo([]). W 
The following is an interpreter that handles programs such as P. 
Program 2.3. 
demo([]) + . 
demo( [ XlXs]) +-code(X),demo(Xs). n 
To prove that P K (Y, we submit the initial goal clause + code(a), which may or 
may not yield a refutation. 
2.2. Binary Programs 
A binary program is a (definite) logic program where each clause contains at most 
one body literal. The main advantage of binary programs is that they can be run 
using a Prolog interpreter without creating any (forward) continuations (since each 
procedure call gives rise to at most one new procedure call). Maher 1231 has shown 
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how to transform an arbitrary definite logic program into an “equivalent” binary 
program. 
Let a,,..., LY, be a conjunction of atoms and X P var(a,, . . . , a,,). By the 
notation @x(crl,..., (~~1, we mean the term (Ye & . . . & CY, &X where & is a binary, 
right associative functor. In order to produce the binary program BIN(P) out of P, 
each clause of the form 
Lyo+(YI,...,ck!,. 
(not containing the variable X) is replaced by the binary clause: 
@‘x(‘yo) +@x(a1,...,%). 
Note that &/2 acts both as a predicate symbol and as a functor. Note also that the 
body a,&... & (Y, &X reduces simply to X when IZ = 0. From a logical point of 
view, this is somewhat dubious. However, all programs can be “purified” by 
embedding both the head and the body of each clause within a new dedicated 
predicate symbol (cf. [31]). 
From an operational point of view, P and BIN(P) are equivalent in the sense that 
the goal 
+(Y ,,“‘, (y,. 
and P have the same set of computed answer substitutions (up to renaming) as the 
goal: 
+ a,&... &cY,&true. 
and the program BIN(P).’ The following is a binary version of Program 2.2 and 2.3. 
Program 2.4. 
demo( [I) &Cont +- Cont. 
demo( [ XlXs]) &Cont + code(X) &demo( Xs) &Cont. 
code( a) & Cont +- demo( [ b, c]) &Cont. 
code( 6) &Cont + demo( [cl) &Cont. 
code( c) & Cont + demo( [I) &Cont. n 
In what follows, we occasionally exploit some of Prolog’s syntactic sugar. For 
instance, since a distinction of the form 
CYg + CY I,..., cYm; a!,+ 1,“‘) (Y,. 
simply is a shorthand for 
(Y,, +- CY, ) . . . ) a,. 
a!0 + a m+,,...,a,. 
the disjunction is transformed into the “binary” disjunction: 
@‘x(“o) c~‘x((Y1,...,Ly,);~x((y,+1,...,(y,). 
In Section 5, we will also be exploiting Prolog’s (imperative) if-then statement 
in a way which resembles that of Jlat guarded clauses (e.g., [281). That is, expressions 
in the form 
(Y()+- (Y I,.‘., (Y, j (Y,+ ,,.“, (Y,. 
’ Note that BIN(P) and several of the following programs rely on the existence of the built-in 
predicate true/O. 
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where LY,,...,cx,,, is a conjunction of “primitive” guards. We do allow user-defined 
predicates in the guard, but their definitions should be “simple” (typically, a 
collection of facts), and in order to facilitate a simple transformation into “binary 
form,” we assume that the tests do not appear outside guards. When transforming 
such a program into binary form, the clause defining the guards are not viewed as 
part of the program, and consequently are not transformed, whereas each clause 
(Yg +- a?,). . .) CY, =a a!,+ 1). . .) cYy,. 
translates into 
Note that a definite clause CQ + (Y,, . . . , a, can be viewed as a “guarded clause” of 
the form cr(, + true * aI,. . . , a,. 
Given an atomic subgoal cr, we say that a clause LY(, + (Y,, . . . , a, * a, + ,, . . . , a, 
is a candidate of a if (Y and CQ have a most general unifier 0 and ((Y,, . . . , a,)0 is 
satisfiable 
2.3. Partial Deduction 
Partial deduction (also known as partial evaluation or mixed computation [3, 71 is, 
at least from a principal point of view, a simple form of program transformation by 
which a program, given some partial input data, can be specialized to solve a 
particular problem more efficiently than the more general program. The origin of 
the field is due to Kleene 1181, but the application to programming languages is 
primarily due to Futamura 191, Haraldsson [12], Jones [17], and Ershov [Sl. 
The ideas were adopted to the logic programming paradigm by Komorowski [ 191. 
For a formal treatment and logical justification of partial deduction, see Lloyd and 
Shepherdson [22]. In this paper, partial deduction is used in a very pragmatic and 
narrow way, and we give only a superficial review of some concepts originally 
introduced in [22]. Roughly speaking, a partial deduction of a program P can be 
defined as follows using the concept of resultant (a kind of generalized goal clause), 
SLD-derivation, and SLD-tree. 
Dejinition 2.5. A resultant is an expression CZ,, . . . , a,,, + p,, . . . , & where m 2 0, 
n20. n 
Definition 2.6. Given a fixed computation rule 2, an SLD-detivation of a reSUltant 
R, is a finite or infinite sequence of resultants: 
R, I- ,#R, F :MR2 t .‘# . . . 
where for each k 2 0, 
l if R, is of the form 
a],..., a, tP,,...,Pi~,,P;,P,+,,...,Pn 
. then Rk+ , (if any) is of the form 
(cy I,“., a, -PI,... ,P;-,,P;,...,P,‘,P,+,,...,P,)e 
provided that: 1) the s-selected atom in R, is Pi, 2) there is a renamed 
program clause P,; +- /3;, . . . , pj' and 3) p, and pi have an mgu 0. n 
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Definition 2.7. A (partial) SLD-tree of a resultant R, under 9 is a labeled rooted 
tree: 
l whose root is labeled R,, and 
. where a node labeled Ri either is a leaf or has a set of children labeled 
IR;+ IIRi k .gRi+ I]* n 
Definition 2.8. Let (Y be an atomic formula. The set of all (nonfailing) leaves of an 
SLD-tree of the resultant CY t (Y is called a partial deduction of (Y in the 
program P. A partial deduction of a set A of atoms is the union of the 
individual partial deductions. n 
Definition 2.9. A partial deduction (or residual) of P with respect to the set A is 
the program obtained from P by replacing for each p(tl, . . , t,) E A the defini- 
tion of p/n by the partial deduction of p(t,, . . . , t,) in P. n 
We will also be using partial deduction in the presence of disjunctions and 
guarded clauses. In the general case, this gives rise to a number of difficulties 
which are discussed, for instance, by Sahlin [27]. In this paper, none of these 
problems arises because we are only dealing with limited forms of disjunctions and 
conditionals, specifically, ground ones. However, we still prefer not to formally 
extend the notion of partial deduction beyond what was said above since such an 
extension probably would be considered more technical than enlightening. 
2.4. Folding 
Partial deduction as reviewed above more or less consists of a number of unfolding 
steps. That is, procedure call is replaced by the appropriate instance of the body 
defining the procedure. Sometimes it is also convenient to allow for the “reverse” 
transformation-usually referred to as folding. In fact, a number of authors extend 
the notion of partial deduction to also incorporate folding steps. Again, we will be 
using folding in a limited manner, and for a full definition, the reader is referred 
to, for instance, [30]. In our setting, the folding step can be described as follows. 
Definition 2.10. Given a grounded clause 
I) ( a()+ ai,..., %>O 
and a ground resultant (or clause if i = 1) 
2) P 1,“‘) Pi + Pl+1,***9 Pj 
such that (r,O ,..., amO~{Pi+i ,..., p,], then we can replace (~~0 ,..., c-u,0 in 2) 
by a,O, provided that q0 has only one candidate clause. n 
3. AN OUTLINE OF THE METHODOLOGY 
In the following two sections, we show how to transform an interpreter and the 
coding of a source program into a new program consisting of “machine code” for 
the source program and an interpreter (abstract machine) for the machine code. 
Both the interpreter and the new program will be Prolog programs. However, our 
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aim is to take the definition of the abstract machine and implement it in some 
imperative language or directly in hardware. The problem, therefore, reduces to 
that of producing Prolog code which trivially maps to operations of some suitable 
machine (e.g., implemented in hardware or as an emulator written in some 
imperative language). An alternative way of putting it would be to say that we are 
trying to derive an abstract machine which can be executed by a reduced Prolog 
machine. In this paper, we focus on two reduced Prolog machines: 
. 
. 
In 
Binary: A machine which supports only binary programs. That is, a Prolog 
machine which does not need to create any (forward) continuations. 
Deterministics: A machine supports only binary and deterministic programs. 
That is, a Prolog machine which maintains neither forward nor backward 
continuations. 
order to produce an abstract machine which can be executed by such 
machines, we propose the following guidelines when developing the interpreter and 
the abstract machine (in what follows, we use the marker “ D” to point out 
guidelines important to our methodology). 
D 
D 
D 
In 
D 
No recursion: In principle, we should avoid recursion altogether. However, 
since recursion is our only means of iteration (unless we want to resort to 
side effects), we do allow the use of tail recursion. 
No failure: We want to avoid backtracking on the level of machine code. 
Thus, every conceivable procedure call should have at least one candidate. 
There is obviously one notable exception to this principle-for guards to be 
of any use, they must sometimes fail. However, since they are only simple 
tests, there is no need to support expensive backtracking schemes. 
Determinism: We will strive for determinism in the interpreter. A simple 
method to accomplish this (and the “no failure” principle) is to make sure 
that each procedure call has exactly one candidate. 
addition, we would like to satisfy the following principle. 
Simple unification: Since Prolog is our metalanguage, we cannot avoid 
unification altogether. However, our goal is to reduce full unification to 
matching and simple parameter passing. 
The final problem was discussed, and to great extent solved, by Kursawe, and is 
therefore not addressed here. In Section 4, we show how to avoid recursion by 
making the use of continuations explicit, and in the following section, we discuss 
how to deal with the problem of backtracking. 
In order to obtain a complete set of machine instructions-i.e., so that every 
clause of the source language can be compiled into machine code, which in turn 
can be executed by the abstract machine-the following principle should also be 
pointed out. 
D Completeness: Each possible instance of the source language’s abstract 
syntax must be taken care of in the interpreter. 
4. FORWARD EXECUTION 
In this section, we show how to derive instructions for the forward execution of 
logic programs. The presentation is in the form of a set of (hopefully general) 
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guidelines to be used in the derivation of the abstract machine and a running 
example where the guidelines are applied. 
Since Prolog is an untyped language, we will have to impose certain restrictions 
on the usage of the demo/l and code/l predicates-to start with, we assume that 
they are always called with a ground argument. Second, we assume that the 
following type specification is not violated: 
(Y E ATOM 
B E BODY 
B::= [cq,...,~y,] (n>O) 
demo c BODY 
code c ATOM 
Returning to Programs 2.2 and 2.3, we note that, under these assumptions, most of 
the guidelines outlined in the previous section are already satisfied, for instance, by 
the predicate demo/l-it specifies how to solve both the empty and nonempty 
goal (“completeness”). Moreover, as long as the argument to the procedure is (a 
nonvariable) of type BODY, there is always exactly one candidate clause C‘no 
failure” and “determinism’?. 
4.1. Staging 
Partial deduction of the atom code(a) in Programs 2.2 and 2.3 yields, for instance, 
the resultant 
code(a) +- code(b), code(c) . 
More generally, any object clause of the form (Y,, -+ (Y,, . . . , a,, would “compile” 
into the metalanguage clause 
code(q,) +code(cxl),...,code(cu,). 
Thus, partial deduction of our source program with respect to (code(a), code(b), 
code(c)) would produce, for instance, the following residual program: 
code(u) + code(b), code(c) . 
code(b) 6 code(c). 
code(c) + . 
This is, of course, a perfectly reasonable program, but it is hard to extract any 
useful information to guide us in the design of a compiler and abstract machine for 
the source language. The strategy used here rather is to split the original inter- 
preter into two parts in order to obtain something reminiscent of machine code. As 
a result of this splitting (or staging), we will introduce an intermediate level in the 
interpreter. Intuitively, one can say that we replace a clause 
1) demo( . ..) + a! ,,..., (Y,. 
by 
2) demo( . . . ) +p( . . . ) . 
3) p( . . .) + a,, . . .) ff,. 
in such a way that if we unfold the occurrence of p( . . .I in 2) we obtain 1). The 
objective of this separation is to insert sequences of “machine instructions” in the 
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interpreter [clause 211 and to provide a semantic definition (an abstract machine) 
for those instructions [clause 311. By convention, we will code the empty sequence 
of machine code using the predicate/functor true/O and the nonempty sequence 
using the right-associative constructor #/2. Before embarking on the example, let 
us point out a few general principles and assumptions. 
First of all, we assume that the semantic management of all (relevant) syntactic 
constructs are routed through the predicate demo/l. That is, for each semantically 
significant syntactic construct, there is at least one clause in demo/l taking care of 
that construct. This restriction can be dropped if necessary, but can, on the other 
hand, always be imposed with suitable modifications to the abstract syntax. Based 
upon this assumption, we suggest the following guidelines when “inventing” ma- 
chine instructions. 
D It is reasonable to assume that each syntactic construct may give rise to at 
least one machine instruction. If not, it has no semantic significance, and we 
may just as well remove it from the abstract syntax. 
D If we have a ground syntactic construct, we can immediately associate with 
it a finite sequence of “ground” machine instructions. 
D If we have a nonground syntactic construct of known size, we may associate 
with it a finite sequence of parameterized machine instructions. 
D If we have a nonground syntactic construct of indefinite size (that is, a 
recursive object), we usually have to associate the construct with an indefi- 
nite sequence of machine instructions. This means that the construct is 
associated with one or more machine instructions plus at least one “recur- 
sive call” to demo/l (taking care of the remaining unknown part of the 
object). 
That is, the structure of a machine code sequence is of two kinds: either a 
“proper” (or definite) sequence 
p,( . ..)#...#p.( . ..)#true 
or an “open” (or indefinite) sequence 
pl( . ..)#...#p.( . ..)#demo( . ..) 
where p,,..., p, are names of machine instructions (in fact, in all of our examples, 
n = 1). It should be noticed that demo/l is only allowed to appear at the tail of the 
sequence. However, as we shall see in Section 5, we do allow it to also appear as 
the argument of the machine instructions p1 . . . p,. 
4.2. First Attempt 
Returning to Programs 2.2 and 2.3, we may “invent,” for instance, the machine 
instructions proceed and call(X). In the first clause, we take care of a ground 
syntactic construct representing the empty conjunction, and we can thus associate 
with it a finite sequence of machine instructions. In the second clause, we take care 
of a term of indefinite size representing a nonempty conjunction. In this case, we 
can take care of the leftmost conjunct, but we have to “call” demo/l recursively to 
manage the rest of the conjuncts (in what follows, we write machine instructions in 
boldface). 
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Program 4.1. 
demo( []) + (proceed#true) . 
demo( [ XlXs J) * (call( X)#demo( Xs)). 
(proceed#Nxt) + . 
(call{ X ) #AM) + code(X), Nxt. n 
Unfortunately, there is no magic formula to apply here. The choices rely exten- 
sively on the insights and ingenuity of the designer of the machine. For less trivial 
languages, one should not expect that the first attempt yields an acceptable result. 
We have now divided the original interpreter into two parts-the demo/l-part 
which is the original entry to the interpreter, and the “machine code” definitions. 
The latter will become the core of our abstract machine. This separation roughly 
corresponds to the notion of staging transformations of Jgrring and Scherlis [161 
and Hannan [ll]. 
Now, partial deduction of the atom code(a) proceeds as follows (for clarity, we 
use the symbol n to denote the empty body of the fact (proceed#Nxt) + ): 
code(a) + code(a) 
code(a) +-demo([b,c]). 
code(a) + call( b) #demo( [c]) 
code(a) +code(b),demo([c]) 
code(a) +- code(b) ,call( c)#demo( [I)) 
code(a) +code(b),code(c),demo([]) 
code(a) +- code(b) , code(c) , (proceed#true) 
code(a) + code(b), code(c), n 
After three additional steps of folding, we obtain 
code(a) +- code( b) , code(c) , (proceed#tme) 
code(a) + code(b), (call(c) #proceed#true) 
code(a) + call( b) #call( c) #proceed#true 
What was described above can intuitively be rephrased as a partial deduction 
where the constructor #/2 is regarded as if it were an ordinary conjunction (and 
where we only open calls to demo/l and code/l): 
coae( a) + code(a) 
code(a) +demo([b,c]). 
code(a) + call( b)#demo( [ c]) 
code(a) + call( b)#call( c)#demo( [I) 
code( a) + call( 6) #call(c) #proceed#true 
As seen, we open calls until the right-hand side of the resultant consists solely of 
“machine instruction.” By partial deduction of (code(a), code(b), code(c)}, we are 
now able to “compile away” all calls to demo/l, thus obtaining the following 
residual program. 
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Program 4.2. 
code(a) + call( 6) #call(c) #proceed#true. 
code(b) 6 call( c)#proceed#tnce. 
code(c) + proceed#true. 
( proceed#Nxt ) + . 
(calI( X)#Nxt) + code(X), Nxt. w 
Finally, we transform the program into an (equivalent) binary program where 
the last two clause translate to the following. 
Program 4.3. 
(proceed#Nxt ) & Cont +- Cont. 
(caU( X)#Nxt) &Cont + code(X) &Nxt&Cont. n 
Now, let a continuation be a sequence of machine instructions, and a configuration 
a stack of continuations (the empty stack is represented by the constructor true/O, 
and the nonempty stack by the constructor &/2). Then, from a purely operational 
point of view, Program 4.3 (the abstract machine) can be viewed as defining a 
transition system where 
l a configuration of the form (proceed#Nxt)&Cont reduces to the new con- 
figuration Cont, that is, the continuation stack is popped; 
l a configuration of the form (call(X)#Nxt)&Cont reduces to the configura- 
tion code(X)&Nxt&Cont. That is, we first “save” the continuation Nxt-that 
is, the return address-and then push the code defining X. 
Alternatively, we may adopt the following interpretation based on the architec- 
ture of the WAM. A configuration of the form (P&Cp&Enu) can be viewed as 
carrying information about: 1) the code which is currently being executed-i.e., the 
program pointer P, and 2) code which should be executed once the current code 
has been executed. In the WAM, this corresponds to the continuation pointer Cp 
and (roughly) the stack of environments Enu. With this interpretation, the instruc- 
tions get the following semantics: 
l if the program pointer points to a sequence of machine instructions starting 
with proceed, then: 1) P is set to the value of Cp, which 2) is set to the value 
on the top of Env, which in turn 3) is popped; 
l if the program pointer points to a sequence of machine instructions starting 
with call(X), then: 1) the value of Cp is pushed on top of Enu, 2) Cp is set 
to the next machine instruction, and 3) P is set to the code of X. 
4.3. Second Attempt 
Although our instruction set is sufficiently powerful to handle any deterministic 
propositional program, the generated code is suboptimal-each program clause of 
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the form aI +- a,,..., (Y, gives rise to the code sequence 
CQ: call a1 
call ff, 
proceed 
Now, it is not necessary to return to the procedure after the last call-instruction. 
The source of the inefficiency is the way in which we handle the rightmost literal in 
each clause. At this point, we may note that Program 2.3 can be further enhanced 
by specializing the second clause of demo/l into two new (disjoint) clauses. 
Program 4.4. 
demo([]) + . 
demo([X]) +code(X). 
demo([X,YIYs]) +code(X),demo([YIYs]). n 
Note that the resulting program still satisfies the principles of “no failure” and 
“determinism.” That is, each call satisfying the type-declarations unifies with 
exactly one clause. By analogy to the previous iteration, we now invent new 
machine instructions for each case. This time, we also have to take care of a 
nonground syntactic construct [Xl of known size, and we should associate with it a 
finite sequence of parameterized machine instructions. 
Program 4.5. 
demo( []) + proceed#true. 
demo( [ X]) c- execute( X)#true. 
demo([X,YIYs]) +-call(X)#demo([YIYs]). 
(proceed#Nxt) +- . 
(execute( X)#Nxt) + code(X) . 
(call( X) #Nxt) + code(X), Nxt. n 
Partial deduction of code(a) this time yields 
code(a) + call( b)#execute( c)#tnre. 
Syntactically, this corresponds to the WAM-code: 
a: call b 
execute c 
which is approximately what is produced by existing WAM-compilers (the differ- 
ence is primarily due to the use of variables in source programs). 
Additional partial deduction of code(b) and code(c) yields the following residual 
program after removal of the procedure demo/l, which is now void. 
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Program 4.6. 
code(a) + call(b)#execute(c)#me. 
co&( 6) +- execute( c)#true. 
code(c) + proceed#true. 
(proceed#Nxt) + . 
(execute( X) #MC) + code( X) . 
(call( X)#Nxt) + code(X), Nxt. I 
To eliminate recursion, we finally transform Program 4.6 into a binary program. 
The last three clauses of the resulting program look as follows (both #/2 and &/2 
are right-associative. By default, #/2 binds stronger than &/2, but to improve 
readability, parentheses are used superfluously). 
Program 4.7. 
( proceed#Nxt ) & Cont + Cont. 
(execute( X) #Nxt ) & Cont + code( X) & Cont. 
(call( X)#Nxt) &Cont + code(X) &Nxt&Cont. H 
If we adopt the “WAM-interpretation” of a configuration of the form (P&Cp& 
Env). we see that 
proceed sets the program pointer to the content of the continuation pointer 
which, in turn, is set to the continuation popped off the environment stack; 
execute(X) sets the program pointer to the code of X, but leaves the 
continuation pointer/environment stack untouched; 
call(X) saves the value of the continuation pointer on the environment 
stack, saves the next machine instruction in the continuation pointer, and 
sets the program pointer to the code of X. 
should be noted that the definitions more or less conform with the real 
instructions of the WAM. 
5. BACKTRACKING 
As long as the source program is deterministic, Programs 4.6 and 4.7 also behave 
deterministically provided that code/l is called with a ground argument. That is, 
Program 4.7 can be executed on a deterministic machine as long as the source 
program is deterministic. However, when the source program is nondeterministic 
(as in the next example), the abstract machine also becomes nondeterministic and 
has to resort to backtracking in order to solve the goal. In order to execute such a 
program, we have to fall back on a binary machine. Clearly, the only source of 
nondeterminism and failure is the call to code/l as long as the program is called iv 
accordance with the type-declaration. 
Since nondeterminism on the level of machine instructions is unacceptable, and 
in order to support efficient machine code, creation and maintenance of choice 
points and backtracking must be migrated from the Prolog machine to the 
metainterpreter. The solution adopted below is similar to that used in the previous 
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section-the metainterpreter is transformed (in two steps) into a binary program 
which explicitly manages the stack of all choice points. 
From now on, we consider the following nondeterministic source program: 
a +h. 
a cc. 
CC. 
Logically, this is equivalent to 
a+-bvc. 
C+-. 
Based on this observation, we assume that the following extended abstract syntax 
and “type-declarations” are adopted: 
(Y E ATOM 
B E BODY 
C E CONJ 
B::= Cl or (C, B) 
c::= [a,,...,cr,] 
demo G BODY 
code c ATOM 
By analogy to the previous section, we now code the source program as follows, 
Program 5.1. 
code(a) +demo(or([b],[c])). 
code(c) +demo([]). n 
Note that we have no syntactic construct for the “empty disjunction.” It would have 
been perfectly reasonable to introduce such a construct as an alternative, but the 
shape of the resulting abstract machine might become fundamentally different. 
Besides the coding of the source program, we instead assume the existence of a 
“symbol table” containing information about whether (or not) a predicate letter is 
defined: 
defined(a) +- . 
defined(c) - . 
This information will be used only in guards, and we will overlook the definitions 
when transforming the interpreter (as discussed in Section 2.2). 
5.1. Third Attempt 
As a result of the new coding of the source language, all calls to code/l have at 
most one candidate as long as the argument is a nonvariable. With the additional 
aid of guards, we can make sure that each conceivable call to code/l always has 
exactly one candidate clause. Consider the following modified interpreter (note that 
we are now taking explicitly care of the additional syntactic construct or/2). 
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Program 5.2. 
demo([]) + . 
demo([X]) +-defined(X) -code(X). 
demo([X,YlYs]) +-defined(X) -code(X),demo([YJYs]). 
demo( or( X, X8)) +demo(X);demo(Xs). I 
There are only two sources of failure as long as the program is used as intended. 
Failure can occur only in the guard of the second and third clause, and takes place 
if a proposition letter does not have a definition. Moreover, as long as demo/l is 
called with a ground argument of type BODY, there is only one source of 
nondeterminism (due to the explicit disjunction in the last clause). 
To obtain an extended set of instructions which also handles backtracking, we 
once again modify the previous interpreter by associating sequences of machine 
instructions with the syntactic constructs. 
Program 5.3. 
demo( [I) + proceed#true. 
demo( [ X]) + execute( X)#true. 
demo([X,YIYs]) + call(X)#demo([YIYs]). 
demo( or( X, Xs)) + try_me_else( demo( Xs)) #demo( X) . 
(proceed#Nxt) + . 
(execute( X) #A!xt) + defined(X) * code(X). 
(call( X) #Nxt) + defined( X) 2 code( X) , Nxt . 
(try_me_else( X) #A&) + Nxt ; X. n 
Note in the last clause of demo/l how the argument of try-me-else takes a 
recursive call to demo/l as its argument. As we shall see soon, this will be the 
general form of “jump’‘-instructions. 
Partial deduction of this program with respect to the atoms {code(a), code(c)) 
yields the following residual program (again, the procedure demo/l is removed). 
Program 5.4. 
code(a) + try_me_else( execute( c) #true) #execute( b) #true. 
code(c) +-- proceed#tme. 
(proceed#Nxt) + . 
(execute( X) #Nxt) +defined(X) +-code(X). 
(call( X) #Nxt) -+ defined( X) * code( X) , Nxt. 
( try_me_else( X) #Nxt ) + Nxt ; X. n 
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The first clause thus represents the “WAM-code”: 
a: try-me-else a2 
execute b 
a2: execute C 
This should be contrasted with the (approximate) code emitted by existing WAM- 
compilers: 
a: try-me-else a2 
execute b 
a2: trust_me_else fail 
execute C 
In order to detect the underlying cause of the distinction, we have to transform 
the program so that the definition of try_me_else doe not rely on a nondeterminis- 
tic Prolog machine. We first transform Program 5.4 into binary form. 
Program 5.5. 
code( a) & Cont + ( try_me_else( . . . ) #execute( 6) #tlue) & Cont. 
code(c) &Cont + ( proceed#true) & Cont. 
( proceed#Nxt) & Cont +- Cont. 
(execute( X) #Nxt ) & Cont + defined( X ) - code( X ) & Cont. 
(call( X)#Nxt) &Cont + dej%zed( X) - code(X) &Nxl&Cont. 
(try-me_else( X)#Nxt) &Co& + ( Nxt&Cont); (X&Cont). W 
We now have a program where each clause is in one of the following three 
different forms: 
where (Y~, (Y,, (Ye are atomic formulas. We may convince ourselves (formally or 
informally) that each procedure call (guards possibly excepted) will match exactly 
one clause head (all under the assumption that types are not violated, and that 
code/l is always called with a ground argument). That is, 
l only guards may be the direct cause of failure and backtracking; 
. only clauses of type 3) may be the direct cause of nondeterminism. 
Now, Program 5.5 can be executed using a binary machine; however, such a 
machine has to maintain a stack of choice points to handle failure and nondeter- 
minism. A general scheme for transforming an arbitrary binary program to an 
“equivalent” program which can be executed on a deterministic machine would be 
an awkward task. Instead, we will illustrate one approach which can be applied 
when the programs satisfies the above properties. There are, of course, a multitude 
of transformation schemes to achieve the same result, and this scheme is only used 
to illustrate the principal approach. 
Let us assume that each procedure call CY is accompanied by information A/t 
what to do when and if the call (Y fails. Now, if (Y unifies with the head CX~ of a 
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clause of type l), we know that the call will not unify with any other clause, and the 
backtracking information that accompanies (Y would also accompany CX,. Hence, 
let clauses of type 1) be transformed into 
1’) (a,@Alt) + (cu,@Alt). 
(The constructor @/2 is right-associative and binds weaker than #/2 and &/2.) 
For clauses of type 21, the problem of solving a call LY which unifies with q1 
reduces to the problem of solving (Y,, but in addition to the backtracking informa- 
tion accompanying a, (pi, must also be accompanied by information to try cx2 
when (Y, fails. Thus, clauses of type 2) are transformed into 
2’) (q)@All) + (a,@?( q@Lq). 
Clauses of type 3) may be the direct cause of failure-namely, if the guard fails. 
In that case, the execution should restart using the backtracking information 
accompanying the call that unifies with q,. However, if the guard succeeds, the 
same backtracking information that accompanies the call should also accompany 
(Ye. That is, clause of type 3) should translate into 
3’) (‘Y,,@Alt) + “, =j (cw,@Alt); Aft. 
(Here, (. . . = . . . ; . . . ) is the if-then-else construct of Edinburgh Prolog.) 
Finally, we note that Program 5.5 also contains a hidden “unit clause”-the 
built-in predicate true/O. It is used to enforce a successful derivation. However, we 
now want to enforce “backtracking” when we previously found a successful 
derivation. That is, to the transformed program we should add a clause 
(trueBAll) +-A/t. 
To invoke the new program, the user should issue the goal 
6 ( a@true). 
instead of simply + (Y. For instance, instead of the goal 
+ (code( a)#true). 
we should give the goal 
=+ (code(a) &true)@true. 
If we overlook the possible failure of guards, we see that the resulting program 
is binary and executes without backtracking, and thus, run on a deterministic 
machine. We can now explain the source of the distinction in WAM-code above. 
Consider the last four clauses of Program 5.5 after applying the transformations 
discussed above. 
Program 5.6. 
( ( proceed#Nxt) & Cont ) QAlt +- 
Cont@Alt . 
((execute( X)#Nxt) &Cont)@Alt + 
defned( X) = (code(X) &Cont)@Alt; Alt. 
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((call( X)#Nxt) &Cont)@Alt + 
dejined( X) j (code(X) &Nxt&Cont)@AZt; Alt. 
((try_me_else( X)#Nxt) &Cont)@Alt + 
(Nxt&Cont)@( X&Cont)@Alt. n 
With the transition system interpretation, we now have a slightly more elaborate 
notion of configuration. As before, a continuation is a sequence of machine 
instructions, a choice point a stack of continuations, and a configuration a stack of 
choice points. By analogy to the WAM, a configuration of the form ((P&Cp& 
Em)@Alt) describes the contents of the program pointer, continuation pointer, 
and environment and choice point stacks. (Of course, in most Prolog implementa- 
tions, environments and choice points are intermixed.) These four clauses provide 
provisional definitions of the machine instructions proceed, execute( . . . ), call( . . .I, 
and try_me_else ( . . . ). 
l If the current instruction is proceed, the machine sets the program pointer to 
the code pointed to by the continuation pointer, which is the set to the top of 
the environment stack. The choice point stack remains untouched. 
l If the current instruction is execute(X), there are two possibilities-if there 
is no definition for X, the topmost choice point is removed and used to reset 
the program pointer, continuation pointer, and environment stack. Notice 
that the size of the choice point stack is reduced. If, on the other hand, there 
is a definition, the program pointer is set to the code of X, while the 
continuation pointer and the stacks remain the same. 
l If the current instruction is call(X), there are again two possibilities-if 
there is no definition for X, the behavior is identical to that of execute( . . . ). 
However, if there is a definition for X, the program pointer is set to the code 
of X, the continuation pointer is set to the code that follows call(X), and the 
old value of the continuation pointer is pushed on top of the environment 
stack. The choice point stack remains the same. 
l If the current instruction is try_me_else(X), the machine: 1) sets the 
program pointer to the next instruction, and 2) creates a new choice point 
with information about the alternative code, X, the value of the continuation 
pointer, and the environment stack. 
It should be noted that the management of choice points is extremely crude. 
Whenever a choice point is created, we have to make a copy of the complete 
environment stack. On an abstract level, we may have to do that, but to improve 
the efficiency of the machine, it would be desirable (if we were to pursue the 
development of this machine) to find an alternative, isomorphic coding of the 
configuration where the copying can be made implicit (the way it is implemented in 
the WAM). 
5.2. Fourth Attempt 
The main difference between our instructions and those of the WAM is the way in 
which failure is handled-in our case, the topmost choice point is removed from 
the stack and is used to reset the program pointer, continuation pointer, and 
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environment stack. In the WAM, the most recent choice point is used to reset the 
registers, but the choice point is not popped off the stack, and instead of a single 
try-me-else-instruction, WAM is equipped with two more instructions able to 
reuse the space of old choice points. Thus, for a program 
a +b. 
existing compilers produce something like 
a: try-me-else a2 
execute b 
a2: retry-me-else a3 
execute C 
d: trust-me-else fail 
execute d 
whereas our approach produces 
a: try-me-else a2 
execute b 
a2: try-me-else a3 
execute 
a3: execute : 
In the former case, try-me-else creates a choice point. If there is some failure 
while executing b, retry-me-else reuses the old choice point and trust-me-else 
explicitly removes it. In the latter case, try-me-else also creates a choice point, but 
if there is a failure while executing b, the choice point is removed, and a new 
choice point has to be created using try_me_else anew. 
When restricting attention to propositional logic, the difference in efficiency 
may be marginal. However, when extending this approach to predicate logic, the 
choice points will contain more information, and in this case, reusing old choice 
points considerably reduces the computational overhead. 
Even though the resulting abstract machine may not be the optimal one, it has 
provided us with insights which may be used to improve it. We have, for instance, 
observed that it may be desirable to handle the first and last clauses in a definition 
in an alternative way from the intermediate ones. Based on that knowledge, we 
may try to modify the interpreter once again. To shorten the presentation, we will 
discriminate between the different clauses of a definition already in the abstract 
syntax. For instance, the most recent (source) program may be coded as follows: 
code(a) +demo(fst([b],nxt([c],Ist([d])))). 
It should be noted that it is also possible to keep the same abstract syntax as before 
at the expense of a moderately more complicated interpreter. The new abstract 
syntax is reflected in the next interpreter. 
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Program 5.7. 
demo([l) +
proceed#true . 
demo( [ X]) i- 
execute( X) #true. 
demo([X,YlYs]) + 
call( X)#demo( [YlYs]). 
demo( $st( X, Xs)) + 
try-me_else( demo( Xs)) #demo( X) . 
demo( nxt( X, Xs)) + 
retry-me_else( demo( Xs)) #demo( X) . 
demo( Zst( X)) + 
trust-me-else-fail#demo( X) . 
code(a) +- 
demo(fst([bl,~t([cl,Ist([dl)))). 
(proceed#Nxt) +- . 
(execute( X) #Nxt) + . 
defined(X) - code(X) . 
(call( X)#Nxt) + . 
defined( X) - code( X) , Nxt. 
(try-me_else( X)#Nxt) + . 
Nxt; X. 
(retry-me-else( X) #Nxt ) + . 
Nxt; X. 
(trust_me_else_fail#Nxt) +- . 
Nxt. w 
Partial deduction with respect to code(a) this time yields the expected result- 
least from the syntactic point of view. 
Program 5.8. 
code(a) + 
try_me_else( 
retry_me_else( 
trust_me_else_fail#execute( d) #true 
) #execute( c) #true 
) #execute( 6) #true. 
(proceed#Nxt) t 
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(execute( X)#Nxt) + 
defined( X ) - code ( X ) . 
(call( X)#Nxt) + 
defined(X) - code(X), Nxt. 
(try-me_else( X)#Nxt) +- 
Nxt; X. 
(retry-me-else( X) #Nx~) * 
Nxt; X. 
(trust-me-else_fail#Nxt) + 
Nxt. n 
Unfortunately, it is not longer possible to provide a simple set of transformation 
rules which operate on a clause-by-clause basis, and which produce an abstract 
machine whose machine instructions conform with those of the WAM. (The 
clauses that define, for instance, the instructions try-me-else and retry-me-else 
are exactly the same, but the instructions have different semantics in the WAM.) 
To obtain the expected end result, it seems necessary to resort either to highly 
sophisticated program analysis methods or advanced theorem-proving techniques 
or, as in our case, to informal methods where the user exploits knowledge acquired 
when developing earlier versions of the interpreter. 
First of all, the program is transformed into binary form as before. Then, we 
have to make sure that failure and nondeterminism are avoided. As noted above, 
we do not want to destroy the most recent choice point when encountering failure. 
Thus, instead of the previous transformation, we transform the clauses 
(execute( X) #Nxt) & Cont + 
defined(X) *code(X) &Cont. 
(call( X)#Nxt) &Cont + 
into 
defined(X) * code( X)&Nxt&Cont. 
( (execute( X) #Nxt) & Cont ) @Aft + 
defined(X) - (code( X)&Cont)@Alt; cp( Ah). 
(( call( X)#Nxt) &Cont) @Ah t- 
defined(X) * (code(X) &Nxt&Cont)@Alt; cp( Ah). 
where cp/l restores the environment stack, the program, and continuation pointer 
using-but without destroying-the most recent choice point. That is, 
cp( Alt@Alts) + Alt@Alt@Alts. 
As pointed out above, try-me-else should create a choice point (as before), and we 
therefore transform it as before. However, the new instructions should be trans- 
formed alternatively. retry-me-else should reuse and trust_me_else_fail should 
remove the choice point which previously was already removed upon failure. We 
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thus replace 
( try_me_else( X) #Nxt ) & Cant + 
Nxt & Cont ; X& Cont. 
( retry-me-else( X) #Nxt) & Cont + 
lfxt & Cont ; X& Cont. 
(trust_me_else_fail#Nxt) &Cont +- 
Nxt & Con t . 
by 
(( try_me_else( X)#Nxt) &Cont) @Alt + 
(Nxt&Cont)@(X&Cont)@Alt. 
((retry_me_else(X)#Nxt)&Cont)@(-&Cont)@Alt + 
(Nxt&Cont)@( X&Cont)@Alt. 
(( trust-me_else_fail#Nxt) &Cont )@I( -&-)@Alt + 
(Nxt&Cont)@Alt. 
Now that retry_me_else, apart from setting the program pointer to the next 
instruction, merely “overwrites” the saved program pointer in the topmost choice 
point. The rest of the clauses in Program 5.8 have nothing to do with failure or 
nondeterminism, and are therefore transformed as before. 
On the abstract level, the new instructions more or less conform with the 
instructions of the WAM. However, the creation of choice points still is extremely 
crude, thus motivating an isomorphic coding of the configuration. Like the trans- 
formations above, such a transformation will most likely require a great deal of 
human intervention. 
6. DISCUSSION 
In this paper, we have complemented the work of Kursawe [20, 211 by showing a 
way of deriving machine instructions for the forward execution and backtracking of 
logic programs. Our starting point is a simple interpreter which is split into two 
parts-one part where we “associate” machine instructions with the abstract 
syntax of the source language, and one part where we define the meaning of the 
machine instructions (the abstract machine). The idea is closely related to the 
staging transformations of Jerring and Scherlis [16] and Hannan [ill. By means of 
partial deduction of the interpreter and a source program, we obtain something 
reminiscent of machine code for the source program, and by means of the 
transformation into binary form and possibly making the program deterministic, we 
obtain an abstract machine which has a simple equivalent in hardware or in an 
imperative language. 
As illustrated, for instance, in the second iteration, the resulting code may be 
improved by modifying the original interpreter and repeating the process. We have 
shown a simple, and it seems useful, technique for doing this where one instance of 
the abstract syntax is split into two disjoint cases. 
Like Kursawe [20] and unlike, for instance, Hannan [ll], our work is more 
directed towards developing a methodology for designing abstract machines. The 
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starting point is a simple interpreter which is refined in a series of iterations, 
whereas Hannan considers only a fixed and ready interpreter which (automatically) 
derives an abstract machine. Even though interpreters generally are considered 
easier to write than compilers, they may be quite complex objects. When the source 
language goes beyond toy languages, it is highly unlikely that the first interpreter 
yields the best or even an acceptable machine. It is thus important to provide 
means of modifying the interpreter-something which may require substantial user 
guidance. 
While the forward execution seems quite straightforward to handle-we can use 
simple transformations on a clause-by-clause basis-backtracking appears to lead 
to some difficulties. If we want to avoid the naive approach discussed in Section 
5.1, it is no longer possible-at least using our approach-to provide “local” 
transformations operating on each clause separately, but we also have to take into 
account nonlocal information-for instance, that after the execution of instruc- 
tions following the try-me-else-instruction, there will (eventually) be a jump to a 
retry_me_else or a trust_me_else-fail, and when this happens, the choice point 
stack remains untouched. At present, we see no easy way of attaining such 
information, but hope that this is knowledge which will become clear to the user in 
the process of designing the machine. Potentially, one may, of course, hope to 
apply program analysis or theorem-proving techniques to acquire the information, 
but at present, our goals are far more modest. In any case, even if the final abstract 
machine requires a substantial amount of user intervention, we still find this far 
more satisfactory than not using any (visible) methodology at all-in contrast to 
the standard presentation of abstract machines (where the reader is faced with a 
number of machine instructions, registers, and some examples of what some typical 
Prolog programs compile into), the proposed scheme yields a number of advan- 
tages. 
l The method provides a systematic onnection between the source and target 
language (even though some steps in the process may require substantial 
user intervention). 
l Writing an interpreter is generally a much easier task than writing a compiler 
(and possibly an abstract machine if the compiler does not produce native 
code.) In particular, it is easier to modify the interpreter. 
l There is, today, a growing number of closely related logic programming 
languages based on the same language scheme. Instead of implementing 
abstract machines from scratch for each such language, the total effort can, 
most likely, be reduced with the aid of such a framework. The methods 
described above can probably be applied to any logical language with a 
backtracking-based execution model. 
l It is well known that partial deduction of an interpreter with respect to an 
input program is nothing but compilation (cf. [17]). Hence, as a side effect, 
our methodology also provides us with a (prototype) compiler from the 
(abstract syntax of the) source to the target language. 
l At any time in the process, we have a runable prototype which can be used to 
test the correctness of the refinements and transformations. 
l Potentially, it may also be possible to formally prove the correctness of the 
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abstract machine and the compiler (or at least parts of it). However, as 
described above, for some of the transformations, it is far from trivial to 
prove the “equivalence” between two programs. 
Our exposition does not, of course, constitute a complete solution to the 
problem of deriving abstract machines from interpreters. In particular we need to 
consider predicate logic, and as a result, the need for refining data structures for 
representing environments and choice points and for finding isomorphic codings of 
configurations (cf. [lo]). Moreover, the WAM includes a number of special-purpose 
instructions for producing optimized code. 
One should perhaps not overestimate the benefits of a methodology such as this 
-many of the transformations which are needed require a substantial amount of 
ingenuity and knowledge which may be very difficult to acquire without human 
intervention. Thus, it is probably not realistic to hope for a complete set of 
automatic transformation techniques-there will always be a need for human 
intervention. However, many of the steps can be carried out automatically, and we 
envisage an environment containing a toolbox of transformations and programs for 
static analysis to aid and guide the user. 
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